
Winners of both the First Prize and Amadeus Prize at the Wigmore Hall International String Quartet Competition, the Formosa Quartet is 
“one of the very best quartets of their generation” (David Soyer, cellist, Guarneri Quartet). Hailed as “spellbinding” (The Strad) and 
“remarkably fine” (Gramophone), the Formosa Quartet has given critically acclaimed performances at the Library of Congress, the Da 
Camera Society of Los Angeles, the Chicago Cultural Center, the Walter Reade Theater at Lincoln Center, the National Concert Hall in 
Taipei, Wigmore Hall in London, die Glocke Bremen, and the Kammermusiksaal at the Berliner Philharmonie. The ensemble is deeply 
committed to championing Taiwanese music and promoting the arts in Taiwan, as well as exploring diverse and adventurous mediums 
for string quartet. 

The Formosa Quartet undertakes a variety of residencies at organizations and institutions across North America and Asia. In 2013, the 
Quartet founded the annual Formosa Chamber Music Festival, which represents one of its primary missions: to bring high-level chamber 
music training to talented young musicians in Taiwan, while simultaneously offering first-rate music to Taiwanese audiences of all ages. 
Formosa is also the faculty quartet-in-residence at NYO Canada, holds week-long performance and teaching residencies at Eastern 
Michigan University and the University of California, Los Angeles, and has enjoyed residencies with Art of Élan, Rice University, and 
University of California, San Diego. 

The members of the Formosa Quartet – Jasmine Lin, Wayne Lee, Che-Yen Chen, and Deborah Pae – have established themselves as 
leading solo, chamber, and orchestral musicians. With degrees from the Juilliard School, Curtis Institute of Music, and New England 
Conservatory, they have performed in major venues throughout the United States, Asia, and Europe, and have been top prizewinners in 
prestigious competitions such as the Paganini, Primrose, Fischoff, Naumburg, and Tertis competitions. As chamber musicians, they have 
appeared regularly at the Marlboro, Kingston, Santa Fe, and Ravinia festivals, as well as at the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, 
La Jolla Summerfest, and the Seattle Chamber Music Society. The members of the Formosa Quartet are currently on faculty at Eastern 
Michigan University, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Roosevelt University, and the University of California, Los Angeles. 
They have previously held principal positions in the San Diego and Cincinnati Symphonies as well as faculty positions at the University of 
Southern California, Taos School of Music, McGill University, and the Juilliard School. 
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PRESS 
“The players projected a securely integrated 
ensemble with a vivid sonority that had just 
enough edge to command attention. First violinist 
Jasmine Lin was the primary source of this vibrant 
sound, and when she took hold of a soaring 
phrase, the pulse of the whole room raced. Violinist 
Wayne Lee of the bright sound and nimble 
phrasing eloquently matched Lin, and violist Che-
Yen Chen’s muscular approach easily demolished 
the stereotype of the self-effacing violist... Pae’s 
resonant cello solos in both the Liang and Wilson 
works displayed a sophisticated technique that 
easily adapted to the seasoned Formosa Quartet.” 

  -Ken Herman, San Diego Story  

“Bold and intense, like shots of pure espresso...the 
performances go beyond the beautiful and into 
the territory of unexpectedly thrilling.”        
           -MUSO Magazine  

“They deliver almost technical ly flawless 
performances, taking particular care to ensure that 
textures are as crystal-clear as possible throughout 
each work. This approach is particularly effective in 
the Mozart K. 387, which is given a marvelously 
elegant performance full of youthful freshness and 
exuberance in the outer movements with a 
naturally warm lyricism in the Andante Cantabile. It 
also illuminates the rhythmic complexities of the 
Scherzo of Debussy’s Quartet presented here with 
spellbinding virtuosity.”    -BBC Music Magazine 

“They also convey with seasoned skill the drama, 
poetry and lyricism of Schubert’s Quartettsatz and 
inject Wolf’s Italian Serenade not only with 
breathtaking vitality and athleticism but also with a 
true joie de vivre.”             -Strad Magazine  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SAMPLE PROGRAMS 
FROM HUNGARY TO TAIWAN 

Dana Wilson: Hungarian Folk Songs (FQ commission) 
Lei Liang: Song Recollections (FQ commission) 
Béla Bartók: String Quartet No. 4 
Wei-Chieh Lin: Five Taiwanese Folk Songs (FQ 
commission) 

Containing three commissions dedicated to the 
Formosa Quartet, this program presents two musical 
traditions in two parallels: Taiwanese and Hungarian folk 
music, both in a more raw “folk” form and a more 
stylized treatment. A wealth of sonic treasures await: 
dance music that drives your pulse dangerously high 
and higher; percussive sounds made from tapping 
pencils and aluminum foil; pop tunes that promise to 
stay alluringly in your ear as you wait out rush hour; a 
love song that turns into heavy raindrops; chest-beating 
rhythms repeated in frenzy; a lullaby with mosquito 
accompaniment; harmonies that make you feel as if 
you've come back home, or ache for something long 
forgotten. A CD of the same name will be released on 
Bridge Records in Fall 2018. 

KIND OF BLUE 

Dvořák: String Quartet in F major, ”American” 
Gershwin (arr. Formosa Quartet): Summertime 
Debussy: String Quartet  
Grappelli (arr. Jasmine Lin): 4 Grappelli Jazz Tunes 

Hints of blues and spirituals sound in Dvořák’s America-
birthed quartet of 1893, while latent jazz seeds brew in 
Debussy's watershed string quartet of the same year, 
composed when his harmonic inventions were about to 
join the genetics of jazz. The pentatonic scale, prevalent 
in both composers, adds a splash of Asian to the fusion 
— incidentally allowing programmatic reflection of 
Formosa's dual ethnic identity. The two slow movements 
vocalize the bittersweet heartache of "blue", with 
French-inspired Gershwin interspersing a lighter blue in 
between. Topping it all off is Formosa's own 
arrangement of four sizzling tunes by French jazz 
violinist Stéphane Grappelli.  
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(BRITTEN)BRITTEN 

Lei Liang: Song Recollections (FQ commission) 
Beethoven: String Quartet in D Major, Op. 18, No. 3 
Purcell-Britten: Chacony 
Britten: String Quartet No. 2 in C Major 

Hauntingly lyrical and intensely dramatic, Benjamin 
Britten’s Second String Quartet was written for the 250th 
anniversary of Henry Purcell’s death in 1945 and came 
on the heels of his opera Peter Grimes, which made 
Britten famous the world over. The first three-quarters of 
the program is the Second Quartet in macrocosm, 
beginning with Lei Liang’s nostalgic Song Recollections, 
a piece written for the Formosa Quartet in 2016. The 
optimistic rising seventh intervals in Beethoven’s D 
Major Quartet echo the obsessive rising tenths in the 
Britten, and both pieces contain tarantellas, a whirling 
dance sparked (legend has it) by a tarantula bite. The 
epic final movement of the Britten was modeled after 
Purcell’s solemn Chacony, a fitting tribute to one of 
Britain’s most revered composers by a brilliant prodigy 
three centuries later. 

“Liang has taken the raw material of human song and 
natural substance and made something sublime, often 
breathtaking.”             – San Diego Union-Tribune

STRING QUINTETS WITH HSIN-
YUN HUANG 

Mendelssohn: String Quintet in B-flat major, Op. 87 
Britten: Phantasy in F minor for string quintet 
Brahms: String Quintet in F major, Op. 88 

Don't miss this jewel of a program featuring the 
Formosa Quartet in collaboration with the extraordinary 
violist Hsin-Yun Huang. Two glorious widely beloved 
works, composed at the pinnacle of Mendelssohn's and 
Brahms' compositional maturity, bookend the program. 
Sandwiched in between is a subtle, taut, lyrical work by 
the 19-year-old Britten, written while he was still 
enrolled at the Royal College of Music. The program 
achieves an exquisite balance between fiery vitality and 
reflective revelation, while illuminating the rich beauty of 
the viola string quintet.  
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Robert Besen 
BesenArts LLC 
Robert@BesenArts.com 
www.BesenArts.com 
201-399-7425

Asia & Germany 

Amy Post 
ASIA MUSIC ARTS  (AMA 亞藝藝術) 
amypost@asiamusicarts.com.tw 
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